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LOUDNESS SUMMATION FOR TWO CHANNELS OF STIMULATION IN
COCHLEAR IMPLANTS: EFFECTS OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SEPARATION
C. M. MCKAy, PHD; H. J. McDERMOTT, PHD; G. M. CLARK, PHD, FRACS
From the Cooperative Research Centre for Cochlear Implant, Speeeh and Hearing Research (all authors), the Human Communication Research Centre (Clark), and the Department
of Otolaryngology (all authors), University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia.

An experiment with four implantees with the Mini System 22 device was undertaken to measure the loudness summation across two channels ofstimulation,
with stimuli in which the current pulses were delivered alternately to each channel. The effects of varying spatial separation, temporal separation, and extent of
stimulation were investigated. It was found that the absolute amount of summation varied among subjects, and was in general independent ofelectrode separation,
except for a reduction at zero separation. Widening of the spatial extent of the stimulation did not have a consistent effect. There was a reduction in summation
for all subjects at zero electrode separation when the time between the two pulses was increased from less than I millisecond to 2 milliseconds. In conclusion,
loudness summation did not appear to be highly dependent on parameters that affect the spatial current spread in the cochlea. Further study ofthe effect oftemporal
parameters on loudness may help to quantify interaction between stimulation channels.

INTRODUCTION

Most currently available cochlear implant sound proces
sors utilize sequential pulsatile stimulation of a number of
different scala tympani locations. l The use of sequential
rather than simultaneous stimulation avoids the direct sum
ming of currents from different cochlear locations, which
may lead to unpredictable effects on loudness. Loudness
summation still occurs in sequential stimulation, due to neural
and psychophysical channel interactions. It has been previ
ously postulated 2,3 that the amount of loudness summation
across two channels activated sequentially could be used as a
measure of the effect of neural interaction due to overlap of
the two stimulated neural populations. The fIring activity of
neurons that are subject to currents from both stimuli will
depend on their refractory properties, causing the total neural
activity for the combined stimulus to be less than the sum of
activity from the two individual stimuli. This means that there
would be a predicted reduction of loudness summation for
two channels with overlapping stimulus areas. However, the
effect of spatial or temporal separation of two stimuli, and of
stimulation extent (mode ofstimulation), has remained largely
Quninvestigated. The aim ofthis experiment was to answer two
questions. First, how useful is a loudness summation mea
surement as an indicator of the amount ofchannel interaction?
Second, can the amount of loudness summation be predicted
from the spatial and temporal parameters of the stimulation?
These questions are of some importance to the development
of speech-processing strategies, as the current trend in speech
processors is to use pulses of stimulation that are closer both
in temporal and spatial dimensions.
SUBJECfS AND STIMULI

Four adult implantees (subjects I to 4) who have the Mini
System 22 device (manufactured by Cochlear Pty Limited)
took part in this study. These were one woman and three men,
ages 53, 74, 52, and 40, respectively. All are postlingually
profoundly deaf, and had no useful residual hearing before
implantation. Subjects 2 and 3 both suffered progressive loss
ofhearing over a long period due to otosclerosis, subject 1 was

deafened at the age of 14 by presumed meningitis, and subject
4 suffered a rapidly progressive loss of hearing of unknown
origin in the 2 years preceding his implantation. All subjects
had available the full 22 electrode rings of the implanted
array, except subject 3, whose three most apical rings were
deactivated because of unpleasant llonauditory sensations.
The Mini System 22 cochlear implant consists of an intra·
cochlear array of 22 active electrodes, spaced at intervals of
0.75 mm, which are activated by an implanted receiver
stimulator. The receiver-stimulator receives digitally encoded
signals from a speech processor via a transcutaneous induc
tive link. In these experiments the speech processor was
interfaced with an IBM-compatible personal computer that,
with specifIcally designed software, was used to control the
parameters of stimuli in each experiment and to record the
subject's responses,
Bipolar stimulation was used in this experiment. Each
bipolar pair consists of an active (more basal) electrode ring
and a ring for the current return path. The spatial extent of the
stimulation was defIned as the distance between the two
members of a bipolar pair. Two spatial extents were used,
being 1.5 and 3.75 mm (denoted BP + 1 and BP + 4) for all
subjects except subject 3, who used 2.25 and3.75mrn(BP+2
and BP + 4). In dual-electrode stimulation, two such bipolar
pairs were activated, The spatial separation of the channels in
the dual-electrode stimuli was defIned as the distance be·
tween the two active members of the two bipolar pairs.
Separations between 0 and 3.0 mm (up to 4 electrode rings)
were investigated in this experiment.
Each stimulus was a train of biphasic current pulses of
constant amplitude and pulse width, and had a duration of500
milliseconds (ms). In the case of single-electrode stimuli, the
pulses had a constant rate of 250 Hz. In the case of the dual·
electrode stimuli, the overall repetition rate was 250 repeti
tions per second, with two biphasic pulses generated in each
repetition period, one for each ofthe two component electrode
pairs. The pulse width used for each subject was held constant
throughout the study at a value that allowed comfortable
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METHODS

For each subject, flve adjacent electrode positions were
selected that were in the apical half of the array. Initially, the
smaller spatial extent was chosen (2.25 mm for subject 3 and
1.5 rom otherwise). Single-electrode stimuli were constructed
for each of these fl ve positions, and each of these was loud
ness-balanced (see below) with the stimulus in the middle
position. Next, dual-electrode stimuli were constructed using
all possible pairs of different electrode positions and at least
three pairs using the same electrode twice. The spatial sepa
rations in the dual-electrode stimuli thus ranged from 0 to a
maximum of 4 electrode rings (3.0 mm). The interelectrode
delay was frrst set at the smaller ofthe two values used for each
subject (see above). The currents in these dual-electrode
stimuli were initially set to equal those in the single-electrode
stimuli at the corresponding electrode positions. Each dual
electrode stimulus was then loudness-balanced with the same
reference as the single-electrode stimuli. When the two cur
rents in the dual-electrode stimulus were adjusted simulta
neously, they were changed in equal ratios. The loudness
summation for each dual-electrode stimulus was then calcu
lated as the ratio reduction ofthe currents in the dual-electrode
case in order to maintain the same loudness as the component
single-electrode stimuli.
The loudness balancing procedure involved two comple
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loudness to be achieved at moderate current values. These
were 150.50,200, and 100 microseconds for subjects 1 to 4,
respectively. For the dual-electrode stimuli, two time delays
(interelectrode delay) were used between the onset of the
pulses at the two electrode positions. The larger time delay
was 2 ms for each subject, which put the second pulse halfway
through the repetition period (effective 5OO-Hz overall rate).
The smaller time delay was governed by the pulse width used
for each subject together with a fixed delay of0.48 ms after the
offset of the flrst of the two biphasic pulses. This produced
interelectrode delays of 0.82, 0.62, 0.92, and 0.72 ms for
subjects 1 to 4, respectively.
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mentary steps in order to account for any subject bias effects.
First, the reference stimulus current was set to produce a
comfortably loud sensation, and the subject adjusted the
current in the variable stimulus (by means of an unmarked
knob) until the two stimuli were considered to be equal in
loudness. Second, the current of the variable stimulus was
fixed at the level arrived at in the first step, and the current in
the reference stimulus was adjusted to produce equal loud
ness. If there was no bias, then the final value of the reference
current equaled its initial value. If there was a difference in the
two reference current values, the bias effect was assumed to
be equal in both steps, and the current of the balanced variable
stimulus was adjusted by half any such difference. The whole
loudness-balancing procedure was then repeated, and an
average of the two results was used.
The experiment was then repeated twice for two different
stimulus conditions: the flrst time using the larger spatial
extent (3.75 mm) and keeping the interelectrode delay the
same; the second time using the larger interelectrode delay (2
ms) and keeping the spatial extent to the initial smaller value.
Each set of data was inspected to see the effect of spatial
separation, and the three sets of data for each subject were
compared to see the effect of widening the spatial extent or
increasing the interelectrode delay.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A three-way analysis of variance with subject, separation,
and stimulus condition as variables was performed, and the
results showed highly significant effects for all three variables
and for all interaction terms. The significant interaction terms
mean that the effects of separation were subject- and stimulus
condition-dependent, and the stimulus condition effect was
also subject-dependent. In order to obtain a more interpret
able analysis, a two-way analysis of variance was performed
for each individual subject (with separation and stimulus
condition as the variables). Any significant effect was further
evaluated with a post hoc test of critical significant difference
(using the standardized range distribution) to see which
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separations or stimulus conditions were different. The results
of these analyses will be discussed with the aid of the raw
loudness summation data shown in the Figure. The loudness
summation values for each subject in the three stimulus
conditions tested are shown in separate panels of this Figure.
The vertical axes represent the amount of loudness summa
tion for each dual-electrode stimulus, and the horizontal axes
represent the spatial separation within the stimulus.
Before looking at the detailed statistical analysis, there are
three general observations that may be made about the data.
First, loudness summation was always positive; ie, ifcurrents
were kept the same, the dual-electrode stimulus was always
louder than the component single-electrode stimuli. This is
what would be expected if there was no direct current summa
tion. Second, the absolute amount of summation observed,
when measured in ratio current reduction, varied a great deal
across subjects (compare subjects 3 and 4 in the Figure, for
example). If the summation were expressed as a fraction of
the subject's electrical dynamic range, the difference would
widen even further. The largest ratio current reductions (sub
ject 4, up to 3 dB) were observed with the smallest dynamic
ranges (about 3.5 dB), and subject 3, with the widest dynamic
ranges (8.5 to 9.0 dB), had some of the smallest summation
values (generally less than 1 dB). Third, there was a consid
erable spread ofsummation values for the same subject across
stimuli with equal spatial separation and extent and interelec
trode delay (ie, for stimuli differing only in electrode posi
tion). There are two possible reasons for this. The method of
measuring loudness summation may have produced a large
variance in the data. This is unlikely to account for all the
variation, however, as the variance in repeated loudness
summation measurements was generally less than 0.3 dB.
Alternatively, factors that affect the degree of summation
(current spread, for example) may vary significantly with
small changes in electrode position.
The two-way analysis of variance for subject 1 showed a
significant effect of separation (F[4,42] = 11.28, P < .001), the
summation at zero separation being less than at a separation
oftwo or more rings, and the summation at one ring separation
being less than that at three rings. There was no significant
effect of stimulus condition, or interaction between separa
tion and condition. For subject 3, there was also a significant
effect of separation (F[4,44] = 16.37, P < .001), with summa
tion at zero separation being significantly less than that at all
other separations, and the summation at one-ring separation
being not significantly different from that at all larger separa
tions. This subject also had a significant effect of stimulus
condition (F[2.44] = 4.44, P =.02), with the longer inter
electrode delay showing less summation than the other two
conditions. Although there was not a significant interaction
term, the effect is only seen in the raw data for the two smallest
separations (where most of the data points lie). For the other
two subjects, there was a significant interaction term between
stimulus condition and separation. In the case of subject 4,
there was no significant effect of stimulus condition. An
effect of separation (F[4,42] = 5.14, P = .003), along with a
significant interaction effect with stimulus condition, were
both removed by omitting the data for larger interelectrode
delay. The reason for this can be seen in the Figure, which
shows that this subject did not show any variation of summa

tion with separation (even at zero separation), except in the
case of stimuli with the larger interelectrode delay. In that
case, the summation was reduced for zero separation and
increased for a separation of one ring over other summation
values at these separations. For subject 2, separation, stimulus
condition, and interaction terms were all significant. The
reason for this can be seen by inspecting the data: the BP + 4
data show less summation than the other conditions, but not
at zero separation; there is a reduction of summation at zero
separation, but not in the BP + 4 condition. Omitting the
BP + 4 data did not remove the significance of the main
effects and interaction effect, since the two BP + 1sets of data
showed less summation for the longer interelectrode delay,
but only at zero separation.
To summarize the results of the analysis, there was a cleat
effect of electrode separation on loudness summation, with a
reduction evident when the separation was zero. However,
only subject 1 showed an increase in summation when going
from one ring to further distances, and there were cases in
which there was no change of summation at all with separa
tion (subject 2 in the BP + 4 condition, and subject 4 in the two
conditions with short interelectrode delay).
It would be expected that if summation depended strongly
on the overlap of stimulation areas, then the wider spatial
extent would show the same summation as the narrow spatial
extent at zero separation, but the summation would increase
more slowly as the separation increased. However, only
subject 2 showed a significant effect of spatial extent, with
reduced summation at distances greater than zero, as ex
pected. However, the summation did not increase for dis
tances greater than one ring.
The effect of increasing the interelectrode delay was more
consistent among subjects, but only occurred at the smallest
separations. At zero separation, the increased delay caused a
reduction in loudness summation (ie, moving the pulses apart
in time made the sound softer). This effect is opposite to that
expected if refractoriness of neurons stimulated by both
pulses was the major factor governing the reduction in loud
ness summation at small separations. Two possible mecha
nisms for this effect may be temporal loudness integration at
small time delays, or the presence of a neural excitatory
(rather than inhibitory) effect of the first pulse (ie, the first
pulse may excite a number of neurons but not cause them to
fire). Furthermore, the data show a possible correlation be
tween the size of this effect and the difference in the inter
electrode delay. For example, compare subjects 2 and 3in the
Figure, who have the largest and smallest differences in the
interelectrode delay, and also the largest and smallest differ
ences in summation at zero separation. This possible correla
tion would have to be further investigated in a within-subject
experimental design, however. At larger electrode separa
tions, there was no effect of interelectrode delay, except for
subjects 3 and 4 at a separation of one ring. Subject 3 still
showed a small reduction of summation for the greater delay,
and this is consistent with the wider spatial extent he was
using. Subject 4 showed an increase in summation at a
separation of one ring (the only subset of the data that did
show an increase of summation for a greater delay).
The possible reasons for subject 4's showing patterns of
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loudness summation different from those of the other subjects
are difficult to surmise. His much greater overall summation
values, and the absence of any electrode separation effect, are
probably not due to his adjacent electrode positions' stimulat
ing discrete sets of neurons, as his electrode discrimination is
somewhat worse than that of the other subjects.
CONCLUSIONS

This experiment showed that loudness summation did not
depend in a simple way on the parameters of stimulation that
might affect the overlap of stimulation areas. Furthermore, it
varied considerably among subjects and in the same subject at
slightly different electrode positions. A consistent reduction
of summation was seen only when the two stimuli completely
overlapped (zero separation), and changing the extent of the
stimulation had effects that varied greatly among subjects.

Increasing the interelectrode delay caused a reduction in
loudness summation at zero separation. Further research to
study this last effect may yield some more useful information
about the neural interactions within multiple-electrode stimuli.
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FUSION AND LATERALIZATION STUDY WITH TWO BINAURAL COCHLEAR
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Psychophysical studies have been completed with two binaural cochlear implant patients. Results from a fusion and lateralization experiment with both
patients are described. As found in an earlier study with the first binaural patient in Australia, the second patient also showed good sensitivity to interaural
amplitude differences but poor sensitivity to interaural time delays when compared with normal-hearing subjects. The implications of this result are discussed.

INTRODUcnON

Withnonnal hearing, the difference in time of arrival at the
two ears plays a key role in localizing a sound source. I The
release from masking or "masking level difference," often
shown for diotic signals in dichotic noise or dichotic signals
in diotic noise,2.3 also shows the importance of the relative
timing of the stimulation at the two ears when distinguishing
sounds from background noise. To investigate whether binau
ral advantages may be possible with cochlear implants, it is
necessary to determine the extent to which interaural tempo
ral information may be discerned. From our earlier study with
our fIrst binaural implant patient, Pl,4 we observed a signifi
cantly reduced sensitivity to interaural time delays (ITDs),
when compared to normal hearing. We have now implanted
asecond binaural patient,
and present here fusion and
lateralization results from both patients.

n,

STIMULI

Stimulation of the auditory nerves was via 22-banded
platinum electrode arrays,5 for both patients except in the left
earofPI, which contained a 20-banded array.4 The electrode
numbering convention used in this paper follows an apical to
basal direction so that the difference in insertion depths be
tween the two sides can be determined directly from the
electrode numbers on the two sides when place-pitch percepts
are matched, even when the arrays on the two sides have
differing numbers ofbands, as is the case for PI. Members of
bipolar pairs were always separated by two electrodes (1.5
mm). To identify left or right sides, the letters Lor R precede
the bipolar pair number. As an example, the notation of bi
naural stimulus L(5,3)1R(7,5) would imply bipolar pair (5,3)

on the left side and pair (7,5) on the right side. To further
simplify the binaural stimulus notation, a single electrode
number has been used to designate the bipolar pair on each
side; the basal member has been omitted. The above example
in simplified notation is written as L(3)1R(5). Pulse widths
used in the experiments were 200 microseconds (~s) per
phase for P I, and 100 ~s per phase for
The repetition rate
was 200 pulses per second (pps), and the duration of stimuli
was 300 milliseconds (ms) with zero rise and fall times.
Stimuli were always delivered via custom-built hardware
directly to the patients' receiver coils, so that all electrical
stimulation parameters could be carefully controlled. This
included ITDs, which could be accurately controlled to within
a few microseconds.

n.

METHOD

For each of the two patients, a fairly basal fixed binaural
pair of electrodes was selected to approximately minimize
subjective pitch differences. The binaural pairs used were
R(5)1L(2) for PI, and R(6)1L(l4) for
The dataforn were
collected after 1993 so that recently developed x-ray tech
niques 6 could be used to verify the place offset between the
two sides. Unfortunately, this technique was not yet available
at the time of data collection for PI. Seven time-delay condi
tions, up to 16 ms either side leading, and six amplitude ratios,
including monaural conditions, were combined into a presen
tation block. The stimuli were then presented one at a time in
random order to each patient. The patients were required to
position one or more cursors on a line on a computer screen,
to indicate the position of any auditory images resulting from
the stimulus. For PI, the width of the images was also

n.
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